Specifications TableSubjectEconomics and Fuzzy LogicSpecific subject areaThese data are related to the uncertainties in macroeconomic policies that affect the Gini coefficient.Type of dataTable; Graph; FigureHow data were acquiredData on economic variables were obtained from the Central Bank of Iran and then, using Gaussian software and fuzzy regression, the Gini coefficients of upper and lower and middle bounds were calculated.Data formatRawParameters for data collectionData on variables of economic instability in IranDescription of data collectionData on the independent variable including five variables inflation, exchange rate, bank interest rate, GDP and stock price index and related variable data (Gini coefficient) were collected from the Central Bank of Iran website.Data source locationIRANData accessibility<https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/nr8cptwgf8/draft?a=40f49de2-34d5-4bb1-bc98-5c59c5f02163>**Value of the Data**•This data is a very useful guide for policymakers and governments as it provides a measure of the effectiveness or inefficiency of their policies.•This data is used by the Planning and Budgeting Organization, the Tax and Holding Authority, the Central Bank and other subsidiary organizations.•Using fuzzy logic and fuzzy regression to predict, we can analyze the future income distribution trend.•The efficiency of government policies is determined by comparing the upper, middle and lower Gini coefficient data with the current Gini coefficient data.

1. Data description {#sec1}
===================

The Gini coefficient is one of the most important indicators introduced by Corrado Gini to measure inequality, which is always nonnegative and has values between zero and one \[[@bib1],[@bib2]\]. A combination of macroeconomic variables including GDP, bank interest rates, inflation rate, exchange rate and stock price index, an index called economic policy uncertainty (EPU) is introduced \[[@bib1], [@bib2]\]. For estimate the upper and lower bound data, the Gini coefficient of EPU index data from 1991 to 2018 is taken from the Bank of Iran website <https://www.cbi.ir>. Also, all data is available in the Mendeley (<https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/nr8cptwgf8/draft?a=40f49de2-34d5-4bb1-bc98-5c59c5f02163>). As can be seen in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, inflation has been rising over time. Although it has been slow in some years, the trend of inflation is generally rising. [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the trend of the real exchange rate fluctuation in different years. [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, respectively, show that GDP and stock price index have fluctuated over time, although they have fluctuated in some years. [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} also shows the fluctuating movement of bank interest rates. [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows the trend of the Gini coefficient of movement in different years. The fluctuations of this variable over time indicate that the instability of economic variables that will have a major impact on the Gini coefficient, depending on government policies.Fig. 1Graph inflation.Fig. 1Fig. 2Graph Real exchange rates.Fig. 2Fig. 3Graph stock price index.Fig. 3Fig. 4Graph GDP.Fig. 4Fig. 5Graph bank interest rate.Fig. 5Fig. 6Graph Gini coefficient.Fig. 6

2. Experimental design, materials, and method {#sec2}
=============================================

In this section, the theoretical foundations of the regression model with symmetric and asymmetric fuzzy coefficients are briefly stated \[[@bib3], [@bib4], [@bib5]\], where the general form of the regression model with fuzzy coefficients is as in Eq. [(1)](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"} in order to compare the results of logistic smooth transition autoregressive model to the linear regression model with symmetric and asymmetric fuzzy coefficients.$$\widetilde{\text{Y}} = \text{f}\left( {\underset{¯}{\text{x}},\text{A}} \right) = {\widetilde{\text{A}}}_{0} + {\widetilde{\text{A}}}_{1}\text{x}_{1} + {\widetilde{\text{A}}}_{2}\text{x}_{2} + \ldots + {\widetilde{\text{A}}}_{\text{n}}\text{x}_{\text{n~~~}}$$here $\widetilde{\ Y}$ is the dependent variable or fuzzy output, $x = \left( x_{1},x_{2},\ldots x_{n} \right)$ is the vector of independent variables or input vector, $A = \left\{ {\widetilde{A}}_{0},{\widetilde{A}}_{1},\ldots.{\widetilde{A}}_{n} \right\}$ is a set of fuzzy numbers, and $\left( {y_{1},x_{1}} \right),\left( {y_{2},x_{2}} \right)\ldots..,\left( y_{m},x_{m} \right)$ are the a set of regular data. The fuzzy parameters ${\widetilde{\ A}}_{0},{\widetilde{A}}_{1},\ldots.{\widetilde{A}}_{n}$ are meant to be determined in a way to have the best fitting on the above data in accordance with Eq. [(1)](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"} based on some of the goodness-of-fit criteria. So, the general form of the membership function. $\widetilde{A\ }$ can be written as Eq. [(2)](#fd2){ref-type="disp-formula"} with respect to three parameters as the center a, low width $s^{L}$ and right width $s^{R}$ \[[@bib3]\]:$$\widetilde{A}\left( \text{x} \right) = \left\{ \begin{matrix}
{1 - \frac{a - x}{s^{L}}\ \quad\ a - s^{L} \leq x \leq a\ \ } \\
{1 - \frac{x - a}{s^{R}}\ \quad a < x \leq a + s^{R}\ \ } \\
\end{matrix} \right.$$

This membership function can also be displayed in another way. That is, the high width is expressed based on a low width. Thus, k $\ s^{L}$ = $s^{R}$ is placed in the above membership function, in which k is a real and positive number known as the kurtosis coefficients \[[@bib3]\]. Therefore, the asymmetric triangular fuzzy number $\widetilde{A}$ can also be described by ${\widetilde{A} = \left( a,s^{L},k \right)}_{\text{T}}$. In this case, the membership function $\widetilde{A}$ is represented by Eq. [(3)](#fd3){ref-type="disp-formula"}$$\widetilde{\text{A}}\left( \text{x} \right) = \left\{ \begin{matrix}
{1 - \frac{\text{a} - \text{x}}{\text{s}^{\text{L}}}\ \quad\quad a - \text{s}^{\text{L}} \leq x \leq a} \\
{1 - \frac{\text{x} - \text{a}}{\text{ks}^{\text{R}}}\quad\quad a < x \leq a + k\text{s}^{\text{R}}} \\
\end{matrix} \right.$$

2.1. Model with symmetric coefficients {#sec2.1}
--------------------------------------

If ${\widetilde{\ A}}_{i}$s are fuzzy symmetric numbers $\ i = 0,1,2,\ldots,n$, and $x_{i}$ s are the real and positive numbers, then, according to Eq. [(1)](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the fuzzy output $\widetilde{\ Y}$ will be a symmetric triangular fuzzy number $\left. \widetilde{Y} = \left( \text{~~}f^{c}\left( \underset{¯}{\text{x}} \right) \right.,f^{s}\left( \underset{¯}{\text{x}} \right) \right)_{\text{T}}$, in which $f^{c}\left( \underset{¯}{\text{x}} \right)$ is the center and $f^{s}\left( \underset{¯}{\text{x}} \right)$ is the width of $\ \widetilde{Y}$, which are obtained by Eq. [(4)](#fd4){ref-type="disp-formula"} and Eq. [(5)](#fd5){ref-type="disp-formula"} as below \[[@bib5]\].$$f^{c}\left( \underset{¯}{x} \right) = a_{0} + a_{1}x_{1} + \ldots + a_{n}x_{n}\ $$$$f^{s}\left( \underset{¯}{x} \right) = s_{0} + s_{1}x_{1} + \ldots + s_{n}x_{n}$$

In other words, the fuzzy output $\widetilde{\text{Y}}$ membership function is:$$\widetilde{\ Y}\left( y \right) = \left\{ \begin{matrix}
{1 - \frac{f^{c}\left( \underset{¯}{x} \right) - y}{f^{s}\left( \underset{¯}{x} \right)}\quad\quad f^{c}\left( \underset{¯}{x} \right) - f^{s}\left( \underset{¯}{x} \right) \leq y \leq \ f^{c}\left( \underset{¯}{x} \right)\ } \\
{1 - \frac{y - f^{c}\left( \underset{¯}{x} \right)}{f^{s}\left( \underset{¯}{x} \right)}\quad\quad f^{c}\left( \underset{¯}{x} \right) < y \leq \ f^{c}\left( \underset{¯}{x} \right) + f^{s}\left( \underset{¯}{x} \right)\ } \\
\end{matrix} \right.$$

2.2. Estimating the parameters of fuzzy regression model {#sec2.2}
--------------------------------------------------------

For estimate the parameters of the fuzzy regression model Eq. [(2)](#fd2){ref-type="disp-formula"}, We consider two criterias. First, the membership value of each $y_{i}$ in ${\widetilde{\ Y}}_{i}$ should be a large number. In this case, it is ensured that the fuzzy model has a good fitting to the observations \[[@bib3]\]. Thus, we are looking for a model that: 1) fuzzy output, $\widetilde{\text{Y}}$ for all values $\ {\widetilde{Y}}_{j}$ , has a membership degree as large as h, that is:$${\widetilde{Y}}_{j}\left( y_{j} \right) \geq h\text{~~~~},\text{~~~~}i = 1,2\ldots.,m$$

2\) The fuzzy coefficients ${\widetilde{A}}_{i}$, are such that ambiguity of the fuzzy output ${\widetilde{Y}}_{j}\ $ is minimized.

In the case where ${\widetilde{\ A}}_{i}$s are symmetric, the total fuzzy output width $\widetilde{\text{~Y}}$ for all data is called the objective function. The Objective function for the case where ${\widetilde{\ A}}_{i}\text{s}$ are asymmetric is represented by Eq. [(6)](#fd6){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$Z = 2ms_{0} + 2\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}\left( s_{i}\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{m}x_{ji} \right)$$

In Eq. [(8)](#fd8){ref-type="disp-formula"}, $x_{ji}$ means the jth observation of the ith variable. In the case where ${\widetilde{\ A}}_{i}$ s are asymmetric, objective function \[[@bib3]\] is represented by Eq. [(9)](#fd9){ref-type="disp-formula"} \[[@bib3]\].$$Z = m\left( {s_{0}^{L} + s_{0}^{R}} \right) + \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}{\left\lbrack \left( {s_{0}^{L} + s_{0}^{R}} \right)\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{m}x_{ji} \right)\rbrack}$$

The objective function Z, by substituting $k_{i}s_{i}^{L}$ = $s_{i}^{R}$, can be written based on kurtosis coefficients as follows.$$Z = \left( {1 + K_{0}} \right)ms_{0}^{L} + \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}{\left\lbrack \left( {\left( {1 + K_{i}} \right)s_{i}^{L}} \right)\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{m}x_{ji} \right)\rbrack}\ $$

2.3. FLR Model with symmetric coefficients {#sec2.3}
------------------------------------------

If ${\widetilde{\ A}}_{i}$ in Eq. [(2)](#fd2){ref-type="disp-formula"} are considered as symmetric with regard to Eq. [(7)](#fd7){ref-type="disp-formula"} and Eq. [(9)](#fd9){ref-type="disp-formula"} then the constraints Eq. [(11)](#fd11){ref-type="disp-formula"} and Eq. [(12)](#fd12){ref-type="disp-formula"} are obtained \[[@bib3]\] as follows$$\left( {1 - h} \right)s_{0} + \left( {1 - h} \right)\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}\left( s_{0}x_{ji} \right) - a_{0} - \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}\left( s_{0}x_{ji} \right) \geq - y_{i\text{~~~~~~~}},\text{~~}j = 1,2,\ldots.,m\ $$$$\left( {1 - h} \right)s_{0} + \left( {1 - h} \right)\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}\left( s_{0}x_{ji} \right) + a_{0} + \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}\left( s_{0}x_{ji} \right) \geq + y_{i\text{~~~~~~~~~}},\text{~~}j = 1,2,\ldots.,m\ $$

After describing the method of calculating the upper and lower bound data Gini coefficient, we have programmed the data of variables related to the EPU attribute using fuzzy regression using GAMS software and calculated the optimal probabilities for the relevant variables. Next, we calculate the upper and lower bound data of the Gini coefficient for the membership degree of 0.1--09. The data are presented in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}, [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}, [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"}. [Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 12](#fig12){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 13](#fig13){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 14](#fig14){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 15](#fig15){ref-type="fig"}.Table 1Calculation of the right and left widths of the Gini coefficient for membership degrees of 0.1 and 0.2.Table 1Yearh = 0.1h = 0.2WidthLeft widthRight widthWidthLeft widthRight width199100.39960.399600.39960.399619920.0161990.3708010.4031990.0185450.3684550.40554519930.0178280.3797720.4154280.0204380.3771620.41803819940.0150570.3842430.4143570.017270.382030.4165719950.0170380.3903620.4244380.0196130.3877870.42701319960.015870.375130.406870.0182760.3727240.40927619970.0151220.3877780.4180220.017420.385480.4203219980.0143680.3821320.4108680.0165560.3799440.41305619990.0138130.3870870.4147130.0159180.3849820.41681820000.0136980.3854020.4127980.0157820.3833180.41488220010.0102930.3882070.4087930.0118370.3866630.41033720020.0213130.3977870.4404130.0244220.3946780.44352220030.0205580.3950420.4361580.0235510.3920490.43915120040.02030.37930.41990.0232440.3763560.42284420050.0206160.3816840.4229160.0235890.3787110.42588920060.0184050.3819950.4188050.0210130.3793870.42141320070.0180750.3864250.4225750.0206140.3838860.42511420080.0240320.3618680.4099320.0274990.3584010.41339920090.020520.373380.414420.0234290.3704710.41732920100.0202410.3610590.4015410.0230650.3582350.40436520110.0271840.3478160.4021840.0310720.3439280.40607220120.0286840.3547160.4120840.0327330.3506670.41613320130.0320040.3631960.4272040.0364920.3587080.43169220140.0392430.3606570.4391430.0446990.3552010.44459920150.0437980.3550020.4425980.0498820.3489180.44868220160.0434580.3611420.4480580.0494990.3551010.45409920170.0480160.3527840.4488160.0546710.3461290.45547120180.0501720.3468280.4471720.057030.339970.45403Table 2Calculation of the right and left widths of the Gini coefficient for membership degrees of 0.3 and 0.4.Table 2Yearh = 0.3h = 0.4WidthLeft widthRight widthWidthLeft widthRight width199100.39960.799200.39960.399619920.0208920.3661080.7531080.0243550.3626450.41135519930.0230520.3745480.7721480.0268550.3707450.42445519940.0194880.3798120.7791120.0226960.3766040.42199619950.0221980.3852020.7926020.0258090.3815910.43320919960.0206960.3703040.7613040.0240550.3669450.41505519970.0197350.3831650.7860650.0229330.3799670.42583319980.0187640.3777360.7742360.0217990.3747010.41829919990.018050.382850.783750.0209630.3799370.42186320000.0179010.3811990.7802990.0207860.3783140.41988620010.0134230.3850770.7835770.0155890.3829110.41408920020.027590.391510.810610.0321110.3869890.45121120030.0266170.3889830.8045830.0309720.3846280.44657220040.0262830.3733170.7729170.0305740.3690260.43017420050.0266840.3756160.7779160.0310340.3712660.43333420060.0237720.3766280.7770280.0276460.3727540.42804620070.0233430.3811570.7856570.0271320.3773680.43163220080.0311920.3547080.7406080.0362210.3496790.42212120090.0265770.3673230.7612230.0308610.3630390.42476120100.0261780.3551220.7364220.0303880.3509120.41168820110.0352950.3397050.7147050.0409510.3340490.41595120120.037210.346190.729590.0431540.3402460.42655420130.041470.353730.748930.0481040.3470960.44330420140.0508180.3490820.7489820.0589330.3409670.45883320150.0567260.3420740.7408740.0657740.3330260.46457420160.056290.348310.752910.0652690.3393310.46986920170.0621840.3386160.7394160.0720950.3287050.47289520180.0648870.3321130.7291130.0752160.3217840.472216Table 3Calculation of the right and left widths of the Gini coefficient for membership degrees of 0.5 and 0.6.Table 3Yearh = 0.5h = 0.6WidthLeft widthRight widthWidthLeft widthRight width199100.39960.399600.39960.399619920.2640480.1229520.6510480.0369740.3500260.42397419930.256970.140630.654570.0406450.3569550.43824519940.2045950.1947050.6038950.0343050.3649950.43360519950.1489640.2584360.5563640.0387020.3686980.44610219960.1255470.2654530.5165470.0360250.3549750.42702519970.1104460.2924540.5133460.034310.368590.4372119980.0953860.3011140.4918860.032580.363920.4290819990.0820640.3188360.4829640.0312960.3696040.43219620000.0758870.3232130.4749870.0310130.3680870.43011320010.0646190.3338810.4631190.0232890.3752110.42178920020.2621830.1569170.6812830.0484420.3706580.46754220030.2421760.1734240.6577760.0466860.3689140.46228620040.2279540.1716460.6275540.046050.353550.4456520050.2224470.1798530.6247470.0467130.3555870.44901320060.2061520.1942480.6065520.0416490.3587510.44204920070.1829050.2215950.5874050.0408080.3636920.44530820080.1698340.2160660.5557340.0542010.3316990.44010120090.1538750.2400250.5477750.0462210.3476790.44012120100.1457220.2355780.5270220.0454990.3358010.42679920110.1461510.2288490.5211510.0611230.3138770.43612320120.1348740.2485260.5182740.0643510.3190490.44775120130.1703560.2248440.5655560.0718080.3233920.46700820140.1956090.2042910.5955090.0879340.3119660.48783420150.2035030.1952970.6023030.098090.300710.4968920160.2009220.2036780.6055220.0973320.3072680.50193220170.2129410.1878590.6137410.1074830.2933170.50828320180.2208730.1761270.6178730.1121450.2848550.509145Table 4Calculation of the right and left widths of the Gini coefficient for membership degrees of 0.7 and 0.8.Table 4Yearh = 0.7h = 0.8WidthLeft widthRight widthWidthLeft widthRight width199100.39960.399600.39960.399619920.0497090.3372910.4367090.0740630.3129370.46106319930.0546670.3429330.4522670.0815180.3160820.47911819940.0461480.3531520.4454480.0688380.3304620.46813819950.052120.355280.459520.0779190.3294810.48531919960.0485220.3424780.4395220.0725640.3184360.46356419970.0462180.3566820.4491180.0691340.3337660.47203419980.0438930.3526070.4403930.0656740.3308260.46217419990.0421690.3587310.4430690.0631060.3377940.46400620000.041790.357310.440890.062540.336560.4616420010.0313740.3671260.4298740.0469210.3515790.44542120020.0651750.3539250.4842750.0972270.3218730.51632720030.0628160.3527840.4784160.0937150.3218850.50931520040.0619630.3376370.4615630.0924420.3071580.49204220050.0628560.3394440.4651560.0937680.3085320.49606820060.0560290.3443710.4564290.0835260.3168740.48392620070.0549040.3495960.4594040.0818450.3226550.48634520080.0729790.3129210.4588790.1089740.2769260.49487420090.0622190.3316810.4561190.0928420.3010580.48674220100.0612420.3200580.4425420.0913410.2899590.47264120110.0823160.2926840.4573160.1229320.2520680.49793220120.0866620.2967380.4700620.1293890.2540110.51278920130.0966880.2985120.4918880.1443020.2508980.53950220140.1183990.2815010.5182990.1766690.2232310.57656920150.132080.266720.530880.1970940.2017060.59589420160.131060.273540.535660.1955780.2090220.60017820170.1447290.2560710.5455290.2159650.1848350.61676520180.1509880.2460120.5479880.2252040.1717960.622204Table 5Calculation of the right and left widths of the Gini coefficient for membership degrees of 0.9.Table 5Yearh = 0.9WidthLeft widthRight width199100.39960.399619920.1491260.2378740.53612619930.1639960.2336040.56159619940.1384380.2608620.53773819950.156350.251050.5637519960.1455520.2454480.53655219970.1386370.2642630.54153719980.1316610.2648390.52816119990.126480.274420.5273820000.1253330.2737670.52443320010.094080.304420.4925820020.1954650.2236350.61456520030.1883760.2272240.60397620040.1857950.2138050.58539520050.1884470.2138530.59074720060.1679380.2324620.56833820070.164520.239980.5690220080.2187120.1671880.60461220090.1864190.2074810.58031920100.1834370.1978630.56473720110.2466120.1283880.62161220120.2595590.1238410.64295920130.2895740.1056260.68477420140.3545330.0453670.75443320150.395480.003320.7942820160.392430.012170.7970320170.4333280.0325280.83412820180.4519650.0549650.848965Fig. 7Right and left widths Gini coefficient for degree of membership 0.1.Fig. 7Fig. 8Right and left widths Gini coefficient for degree of membership 0.2.Fig. 8Fig. 9Right and left widths Gini coefficient for degree of membership 0.3.Fig. 9Fig. 10Right and left widths Gini coefficient for degree of membership 0.4.Fig. 10Fig. 11Right and left widths Gini coefficient for degree of membership 0.5.Fig. 11Fig. 12Right and left widths Gini coefficient for degree of membership 0.6.Fig. 12Fig. 13Right and left widths Gini coefficient for degree of membership 0.7.Fig. 13Fig. 14Right and left widths Gini coefficient for degree of membership 0.8.Fig. 14Fig. 15Right and left widths Gini coefficient for degree of membership 0.9.Fig. 15
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